Dielectric properties of classical and quantized ionic fluids.
We study time-dependent correlation functions of classical and quantum gases using methods of equilibrium statistical mechanics for systems of uniform as well as nonuniform densities. The basis for our approach is the path integral formalism of quantum mechanical systems. With this approach the statistical mechanics of a quantum mechanical system becomes the equivalent of a classical polymer problem in four dimensions where imaginary time is the fourth dimension. Several nontrivial results for quantum systems have been obtained earlier by this analogy. Here, we will focus upon the presence of a time-dependent electromagnetic pair interaction where the electromagnetic vector potential that depends upon currents, will be present. Thus both density and current correlations are needed to evaluate the influence of this interaction. Then we utilize that densities and currents can be expressed by polarizations by which the ionic fluid can be regarded as a dielectric one for which a nonlocal susceptibility is found. This nonlocality has as a consequence that we find no contribution from a possible transverse electric zero-frequency mode for the Casimir force between metallic plates. Further, we establish expressions for a leading correction to ab initio calculations for the energies of the quantized electrons of molecules where now retardation effects also are taken into account.